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Abstract 
This article deals with some aspects of system and genetic 
developed in the Scientific School of Academician of the Russian Academy of Education Vladimir Dmitrievich Shadrikov). Cognitive tasks 
and intelligence operations are considered as universal means of cognition and as operating mechanisms of general abilities. Some of the 
research results of cognitive actions contained in the training material are discussed in the advisory aspect. New classification of cognitive 
tasks with an emphasis on the cognitive effects of different levels of integration allow considering intellectual task as a means of skills 
developing. 
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1. Introduction 
What allows us to consider intellectual task as a means of development of skills? To answer this question, let 
world (it is developed in the Scientific School of Academician of the Russian Academy of Education Vladimir 
Dmitrievich Shadrikov [1-11], allowing deeper penetration into the issue of the skills development. 
  
1.1. The first aspect. The content of "intelligence" concept. Correlation of "thinking", "intelligence" and "skills" 
concepts. 
In the psychological literature, the concept of "intelligence" is debatable; the content of thinking, intelligence 
and skills concepts do not match. General scientific content of "intelligence" concept is given in the Big 
Encyclopedic Dictionary: "Intelligence (lat. intellektus-knowledge, understanding, sense), the ability of thinking, 
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rational knowledge. Latin translation of the other Greek concept "nous" ("mind") is identical to it in meaning" 
[12]. So, the concept of "intelligence" in the scientific meaning has several perspectives. The first perspective - 
intelligence as knowledge, and the second - intelligence as understanding, the third - intelligence as sense, the 
fourth- intelligence as the mind, and the fifth - intelligence as the ability of thinking. At system and genetic 
analysis, the general scientific content of the examined concepts is concreted in general psychological view: 
development of thinking is seen as forming intelligence, intelligence is defined as a systemic manifestation of 
cognitive abilities, for which mental abilities are the common factor (common capacity), influencing other 
abilities.  
1.2. The second aspect. Intelligence as knowledge. New classification of cognitive tasks. Intellectual operations 
as universal ways of knowledge and as operating mechanisms of general abilities. 
In terms of general psychological view, thinking is understood as a process of tasks solving [13]. Developing 
this approach, Shadrikov emphasizes that thinking is aimed at solving a task; any particular task is solved in a 
certain way. Allocating intellectual operations into a special class of mental activities related to knowledge and 
solving tasks that the individual faces, he finds that intellectual operations are these generalized methods that 
implement thinking. Generating problems of development and learning, the scholar proposes a new classification 
of tasks according to the main types of cognitive processes and abilities [6] and shows: a) how learning 
objectives can be classified by the theory of knowledge  the tasks of knowledge relating to the result of activity 
and tasks of knowledge relating to process of activity, and b) how tasks of knowledge relate to the tasks of the 
development of abilities (primarily, operating mechanisms of abilities). At system and genetic approach, the 
concept of "intellectual operations" is used to study the operating mechanisms of cognition; intellectual 
operations are considered as universal mechanisms of development of abilities in training activities. Intellectual 
operations as operational mechanisms of general abilities act as a universal way of cognition. 
In the theory of activities system genesis [5], [10], psychological essence of training is understood as the 
process of formation of psychological system of activity. Psychological counseling on educational problems is 
understood [3], [14], [15] as a joint activity of the psychologist with the subjects of study (students, teachers, 
parents, pupils) on the formation study of psychological system of the student activities and on the development 
tasks; this is the 
content of educatio
(as educational activities, cognitive actions are meant). In the practice of counseling on the problems of 
education, psychologists use different classifications of learning objectives, learning activities, learning tasks. 
Advanced is a new classification of cognitive tasks [6], which has two categories of tasks: the first - tasks 
related to results of activities, and the second - tasks related to the process of activity and characterizing the 
learning actions. 
Within the first class of tasks (related to the education objectives) seven subclasses are outlined: to form the 
definition of the concept, to establish the essence of a thing, to understand the subject matter, to remember things 
that were understood and known; to build skills (theoretical and mental) for writing, counting, proving; to learn to 
manage own higher mental functions; to learn to distinguish between good and evil, to give a moral evaluation to 
actions. 
Within the second class of learning tasks, 19 subclasses are outlined (describing the training activities): receipt 
of direct knowledge; analysis; abstraction; idealization; generalization; finding analogies; finding arguments; 
formulating sentences (judgments, conclusions); statement of hypotheses, ideas, opinions; establishing of 
connections, relationships; clarification of senses and meanings; identification; classification of the studied to the 
system of main categories; disclosure of qualitative and quantitative dialectic relationships; analysis of 
objectification and disobjectivation of results of training activities; conducting experiments, the use of knowledge 
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in practice; allocation of objects of knowledge; determination of phenomena reasons and establishment of causal 
relationships; forecasting. 
In specific subjects, the learning objective (cognitive task) is reduced to the adoption of the conceptual 
apparatus, a certain system of knowledge: description, classification, arrangement, mastering of laws and 
patterns, finding the required evidence, formation of skills. Classification of educational tasks on the main 
cognitive processes includes the following types of tasks: learn to see, remember, imagine, etc.; learn to acquire 
knowledge, develop modes of actions; develop abilities; build quality of the individual. The latter two reveal the 
problem of development of operating mechanisms of abilities and the abilities to manage own skills. 
An important aspect of psychological analysis of learning tasks is their analysis in the context of the 
relationships of understanding, knowledge and cognition. In this case, acceptance and understanding of 
educational problems is the main psychological condition of their performance. Learning activity of a student can 
be developed to educational tasks (cognitive tasks) of different content and level of psychological complexity. 
abilities (his cognitive abilities) enables to individualize the formation of psychological mechanisms of learning. 
1.3. The third aspect. Cognitive actions as training - the basis for development of the operating mechanisms of 
abilities. 
In the formation of the psychological system of training activity, revealing the essence of learning, different 
actions helping to solve different kind of training (cognitive) problems participate in the unity. Types of actions 
performed with the training material are varied. The development of the regulatory framework of information 
learning activity of the student begins with the processing of learning material: perceptual, mnemonic, mental. 
Specific relationships between cognitive processes - perception, memory, thinking, etc are incorporated in the 
educational information processing algorithms. Cognitive processes operate under the student's learning activity 
and are manifested in cognitive activities, which help to perform various educational tasks. When performing 
educational tasks (a task acts as a learning problem), the student updates a range of cognitive actions, laying the 
preconditions for the formation of psychological system (structure) of activity, and performing the role of 
learning actions. They can be described through the synthesis of cognitive action
cognition is a developed sphere in the process of assimilation of content and formation of the psychological 
system. Rubinstein SL. wrote: "a certain level of perception, memory and thinking of children is not so much a 
background as the result of the specific cognitive training activities, during which they not only appear, but also a 
form" [13]. 
During the process of training, a student appropriates the structures of relationships of cognitive actions, 
which are incorporated in textbooks: a synthesis of cognitive activities as training acts both as operating 
mechanisms of capabilities and as operating mechanisms of learning. Correlation analysis of the relationship of 
cognitive activities in the content of textbooks for primary schools (traditional system of education) allowed 
[16,17] to identify a common constellation of cognitive activities as training and four private constellations 
(complex) with a different number of correlations. Total constellation characterizes the relationship of perceptual 
actions with the analysis actions (r = 0,83) and synthesis (r = 0,96) and mnemonic actions with analysis actions (r 
= 0,71) and synthesis (r = 0,92). No relation between the actions of analysis of synthesis was found: the 
relationship is mediated by mnemic action. No relation between actions of synthesis and generalization was 
found. A constellation, forming "intellectual analytical complex" (connections are concentrated around the 
actions of analysis), includes intellectual activities, perceptual actions, the actions of generalization and mnemic 
actions. The correlation coefficient between the analysis and perceptual actions comprises r = 0,83. Correlation 
coefficient between the analysis and generalization actions comprises r = 0,75. Coefficient of correlation between 
analysis and mnemonic actions comprises r = 0,71. The total number of correlation links in the constellation is 
four. A constellation, forming "intellectual summarizing complex" (connections are concentrated around the 
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actions of generalization) includes generalization actions, perceptual actions and intellectual actions. The 
correlation coefficient between the synthesis and perceptual actions comprises r = 0,96. The correlation 
coefficient between the synthesis and analysis actions comprise r = 0,75. The total number of correlation links in 
the complex is two. A constellation, forming a "perceptual complex" (connections are concentrated around the 
perceptual actions), includes perceptual actions, action of analysis and synthesis. The correlation coefficient 
between perceptual and analysis actions comprises r = 0,83, the correlation coefficient between perceptual and 
generalizations actions comprises r = 0,96. The total number of correlation links in the constellation is two. A 
mnemonic actions, actions of synthesis, analysis, and overall intelligence. The correlation coefficient between 
mnemonic actions and actions of synthesis comprises r = 0,92, the actions of analysis r = 0,71, the total 
intelligence r = 0,85. The total number of correlation links in the constellation is three. 
Thus, the constellations of cognitive actions with different number of connections, concentrating around 
different types of cognitive activities may be derived. It was found that the learning tasks are focused more on the 
formation of analysis actions among younger pupils, and to a lesser extent - perceptual and mnemic actions. 
These results allow allocating of a strategy and determination of a specific content of the programs of 
development of cognitive processes and abilities of students in the learning process. Diagnosis of cognitive 
activities in the structure of learning tasks is complemented by the diagnosis of students' abilities with advisory 
purposes. 
New classification of cognitive tasks with an emphasis on the cognitive activities of different levels of 
integration allow considering the intellectual task as a means of development of abilities [15], [18].   
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